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1. Introduction

A highly desirable feature for next generation robots operating on terrestrial or extraterrestrial environment (Chien et al., 2006) is that they possess the property of sustainable autonomic systems enveloping the self-management and self-x characteristics such: self-reconfiguration, self-optimization, and self-healing. Responses taken automatically by a system without real-time human intervention are called autonomic responses (Sterritt et al., 2006; Lewandowski et al., 2006). The self-x properties will enable the robot to continue with its mission tasks even in the cases when the robot has some faults within the system. The robot shall be able to reconfigure itself and continue with its mission tasks.

The autonomic concept was introduced with the IBM Manifesto for Autonomic Computing (IBM, 2001). This proposed several key elements important for the autonomic systems: self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization, and self-protection which were inspired by the human body’s autonomic nervous system. Complementary to the IBM’s initiative, the Organic Computing initiative (DFG, 2004) on the other hand, proposes the means of achieving such self-x properties of the next generation of self-organizing embedded systems, inspired by information processing seen within the biological systems.

Transferring such biologically inspired paradigms (Hinchey & Sterritt, 2007) into computing systems and robots will enable the systems to perform in a more robust, safe, and flexible way. In that context we have been researching towards practically applying biologically inspired methodologies and developing novel procedures for next generations of self-reconfiguring and joint leg walking robots.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the second chapter we give an overview of our hexapod robot prototype OSCAR on which we have conducted the experiments. We also introduce our innovative and patent pending mechanism for in-situ walking robot leg amputation and for robot reconfiguration.

In the third chapter we explain the biologically inspired fault detection method used for fault/anomaly detection. In the fourth chapter we describe the swarm intelligence concept for robot reconfiguration, which is used to perform a stable spatial reconfiguration of the hexapod walking robot. We also present the results from real experiments on self-
reconfiguration performed on the experimental hexapod robot OSCAR using our robot leg amputation mechanism.

2. Organic Self-Configuring and Adapting Robot - OSCAR and innovative robot leg amputation mechanism

2.1 Self-Configuring and Adapting Robot - OSCAR and innovative robot leg amputation mechanism R-LEGAM

In order to perform real demonstrations on self-reconfiguration of a walking robot, we have built up a new prototype in our series of experimental hexapod robots - named OSCAR - Organic Self-Configuring and Adapting Robot (El Sayed Auf et al., 2006) (Jakimovski et al., 2006). The robot is constructed of a fiberglass framed body, six legs set up spatially in a circle with 60 degrees between each leg, three servos per leg, onboard control electronics, wireless camera, and additional sensors. The robot is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. OSCAR (Organic Self-Configuring and Adapting Robot)](image)

2.2 Innovative robot leg amputation mechanism

In the newly built hexapod robot prototype, we have introduced an innovative mechanism called Robot Leg Amputation Mechanism (R-LEGAM), which is performing on demand robot leg amputation.

The mechanism is built out of electrical connectors which are used for providing the servos with power and also for the control signals for the bus on which the servos are connected. Additionally there are integrated springs in each amputation mechanism and those are used to eject the leg from the robot’s body in the process of leg amputation. Every mechanism has an additional small servo that on demand moves small mechanical part that further releases the energy stored within the compressed springs and the robot’s leg is ejected.
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This mechanism is used in cases for example when the robot experiences some problems in some of its legs and in such circumstances can amputate the malfunctioned legs. By this the robot does not have to carry on the malfunctioned legs during the rest of its mission. The advantages are that the weight is decreased, the energy from batteries is used effectively, and the operating range of the robot after performing the leg amputation is increased in comparison with having the robot still walking with the malfunctioned legs. On the other hand, the disadvantages are that the stability and the speed of the robot are decreasing with every amputated leg.

The robot’s leg with the integrated leg ejection mechanism attached to the robot’s body is presented in the Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. OSCAR’s leg with integrated leg ejection mechanism attached to the robot’s body](image1.png)

When the robot’s control architecture finds an anomaly within some leg, and it decides that the leg should be amputated, a signal is sent to the amputation mechanism which then detaches the leg from the robot’s body.

In Fig. 3 the robot’s leg is represented - detached from the robot’s body.

![Fig. 3. OSCAR’s leg detached from the robot’s body after the amputation is performed.](image2.png)
3. Robot anomaly detection using artificial immune system based approach - RADE

Fault or anomaly detection is a scope of many projects, especially those related to reliable and safety-critical systems. For fault detection in general and for the domain of autonomous robots various approaches have been considered like: Time-Delay Neural Networks (TDNN) (Christensen et al., 2008), Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) (Przystalka, 2006), particle filters (Verma & Simmons, 2006; Zhuo-hua et al., 2006). The mentioned approaches are mostly related to the procedure of synthesizing fault detection components based on the collected data in the training runs. After the fault detectors have been synthesized they are evaluated on fault scenarios in real time, or on the recorded data, and the fault positives or fault negatives are estimated.

However, building a full failure model for robotic systems and generating fault detectors for every possible fault scenario that may occur is often an exhaustive process (Haldar & Sarkar, 2006). To overcome this constraint the fault detection mechanism should possess self-adapting and learning properties, just like biological systems have.

In order to make our fault detection more adaptive to the environment and the current behavior of the robot, we have considered using the Artificial Immune System (AIS) paradigm as metaphoric implementation of the natural immune system. Similar to the natural immune system, AIS also introduces a metric that allows the system to distinguish between self (correctly functioning system) and non-self (anomaly in the system) and also to memorize and detect specific patterns. Therefore main properties of AIS are: recognition, identification, adaptation, self-organization. It has been successfully applied for various domains: pattern recognition (Cao & Dasgupta, 2003), data mining (Nasraoui et al., 2005), network security (Pagnoni & Visconti, 2005), robotics (Michelan & Von Zuben, 2002), (Singh & Nair, 2005), (Sathyanath & Sahin, 2002), (Neal et al., 2006), (Canham et al., 2003), and others. There exist several different approaches (De Castro & Timmis, 2002) for AIS. However, the most commonly found in literature are: negative selection (Forrest et al., 1994), positive selection (Nino & Beltran, 2002), artificial immune networks (AIN) (Galeano et al., 2005) and clonal selection (De Castro & Von Zuben, 2002).

Negative selection mechanism is based on the ability of the immune system to learn to categorize between non-self (correctly functioning system) and self by providing tolerance for the self. The negative selection consists of generating a set of detectors and evaluation of those detectors. Only the detectors that detect non-self, but do not react to self are considered for further detection. The positive selection, on the other hand, generates, evaluates and enables those detectors that can detect only the non-self. The clonal selection within AIS is based on the proliferation mechanism where self, upon recognizing non-self, starts to proliferate by cloning itself and also memorizing the pattern of the non-self (immune memory), so it has better responsiveness for the next encounter with such a particular non-self pattern.

For the detection of an anomaly within robot systems different immune system approaches have been considered, like inflammation (Sathyanath & Sahin, 2002), or usage of negative selection (Neal et al., 2006). For our RADE anomaly detection approach (Jakimovski & Maehle, 2008) we are using the clonal selection method in combination with fuzzy logic for representing the information within the AIS.

Within our robot’s control architecture ORCA (Organic Robot Control Architecture) introduced in (Brockmann et al., 2005) and represented in Fig. 4, RADE is situated in monitoring and reasoning units called OCUs (Organic Control Units). OCUs are responsible
for permanently monitoring the health status of the system and for taking suitable counteractions like reconfigurations in case malfunctions are detected. BCUs (Basic Control Units) implement the fault-free behaviors of the robotic system. Depending on its implementation, within the robot’s control model several BCUs as behavioral units, several OCUs and a number of sensors and actuators can be present.

RADE uses fuzzy logic for representing information because an exact recognition is not necessary for triggering of an anomaly response. It is also similar to the way the association is made within the immune system, where given a similar (but not necessarily identical) stimulus, the response can be initiated. In a practical implementation, this would mean for example: if the behavior is walking then the acceleration level should not be low. Or in monitoring the servo’s motor status, this can be interpreted as: by normal walking, the servo’s current should not be high. In RADE such generalized self/non-self situations can be defined by fuzzy rules which are part of self/non-self sets. The rules in the non-self set detect when there is some anomaly present within the system, and the rules in the self set detect when the situation is not characterised as anomalous. The rules of both sets have the following structure:

\[
\text{IF } X_1 \& X_2 \& \ldots \& X_n \text{ THEN Anomaly is } Y \text{ WITH weight_factor } Z
\]  

(1)

The “\(X_1 \& X_2 \& \ldots \& X_n\)” in (1) represents the premise part which constitutes of monitored behaviours: walking, standing, etc.; and particular some characteristics like: current, acceleration, etc. The “\(Y\)” in (1) is the consequence part and can have two types of values: “anomaly is present” or “anomaly is absent”. The weight factor “\(Z\)” represents the clonal proliferation within AIS, and is in a range from 0.0 to 1.0. The “\(Z\)” value in (1) will increase for some constant value (for example: 0.1) if the rule has “fired”. In parallel to that the

---

**Fig. 4. ORCA (Organic Robot Control Architecture).**
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weights will decrease in all the rules belonging to the opposite set, just as the concentration of self/non-self drops being influenced by an increased concentration of non-self/self within the immune system. The firing level of each rule is therefore always adjusted, depending on the value of “Z”. The weight factor “Z” has also another positive characteristic for the anomaly detection engine. Namely we want to reduce the factor of hand coded elements in RADE, and let the system dynamically adjusts itself to the current situation.

For example, in case we have coded fuzzy rules *without* using weights, depending on the manually pre-designed fuzzy membership sets for the premise parts of the rules, the rules can have an optimal response for some situation and perhaps a not satisfying response for other unforeseen situations. In case the fuzzy rules *have* weights, this would introduce two new features:

- The premise parts of the rules do not require any additional handcrafting and expert designing for their fuzzy membership sets. Therefore they can have some automatically generated “standard” triangular fuzzy membership sets, normally distributed within a valid range for the observed variable. For example such fuzzy membership sets for monitored variable “Current” having values in the range from min 0 to max 3 Amperes can be represented as:

![Fig. 5. Fuzzy membership set for monitored variable “Current”](image)

The other membership sets for other monitored variables (for example: acceleration) are going to have the same “standard” triangular fuzzy membership normally distributed for their input range. The nice thing for having such “standard” generated fuzzy membership sets is that they can be part of the learning process, which we plan to introduce in the next step of development of our anomaly detection engine. Having the “standard” fuzzy membership sets for each of the observed parameters, we may build up a rule-based learning system which incorporates only new situations since the fuzzy membership sets for the observed parameters are not going to be changed, and so it will be possible to distinguish between what has been already learned and what can be learned.

- The weight factors for such rules having the “standard” generated fuzzy membership sets allow the rule to adapt to the situation even without the rule being optimally pre-designed at start, i.e. having its membership sets optimally
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The previously discussed self and non-self rule sets and the dynamical change of their weights can be visually represented as in Figure 6.

**Situation**

**NON-SELF SET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF</th>
<th>THEN</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF Behavior is Walking AND Current is Very_High</td>
<td>THEN Anomaly is PRESENT</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF Behavior is Walking AND Current is High</td>
<td>THEN Anomaly is PRESENT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF ...</td>
<td>THEN Anomaly is PRESENT</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SELF SET**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IF</th>
<th>THEN</th>
<th>WEIGHT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IF Behavior is Walking AND Current is Medium</td>
<td>THEN Anomaly is ABSENT</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF Behavior is Walking AND Current is Small</td>
<td>THEN Anomaly is ABSENT</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IF ...</td>
<td>THEN Anomaly is ABSENT</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Functioning principle of RADE and the dynamically changing weights within the self and non-self rule sets (for clearness, here only monitoring parameter “Current” is represented, although additional monitored parameter, like “Acceleration” can be considered as well).

As illustrated in the figure, when the premise within a rule belonging to the non-self set is satisfied, the rule “fires” and its weight is also increased by some constant value, e.g. by 0.1 from 0.3 to 0.4. At the same time, the weights of rules belonging to another set are decreased with the same constant value of 0.1. In such a way they lower their value from 0.4 on 0.3 or from 0.6 on 0.5 and so on.

In every computation step, a weighted output is calculated from such a fuzzy system which contains two membership functions: self and non-self. The value is in the range from 0.0 (no anomaly) to 1.0 (full anomaly) and represents the output of the RADE method. The output of RADE is computed in a defuzzification process as a centroid of fuzzy outputs of the “fired” rules. Therefore the output of RADE is influenced by the weight factor of each of the firing rules. The weight factor acts in the similar way as the secondary and subsequent responses within the immune system, i.e. the more the weight is associated to some rules, the more significant will be the response of those rules to the output of RADE in the next moment of their firing.

The change of weights therefore acts as some sort of short memory for events that occurred some moments ago. The anomaly output level of RADE depends on its short history and
also on actual system’s state. Thus, the anomaly detection method RADE autonomously adapts to the situation and generates an appropriate health signal. Within our experiments RADE method is used to detect a potential anomaly situation within the robot’s system and robot’s legs and to initiate a leg amputation and robot self-reconfiguration.

4 Self Reconfiguration of a joint-leg hexapod robot

4.1 Swarm Intelligence for Robot Reconfiguration (S.I.R.R.) method

Different approaches have been tried for overcoming the robot’s malfunctioning. One of them is swarm robotics. Swarm robotics is a synonym for decentralized autonomous systems built out of many robots which communicate and cooperate with one another in order to accomplish some mission tasks. Due to the high number of entities in such swarm system, swarm robots have a high potential for fault tolerance. Namely, the failure within one or several robots may not compromise the overall system’s functionality. (Winfield, 2006) (Hyun Yool et al., 2006).

However, we can also shift the macro view and consider that the robots themselves can be built out of several autonomous entities, where the failure of one or several such entities will not make the robot completely malfunctioned. Modular robots (Xuan et al., 2006) (Hancher & Hornby, 2006) are such an approach, where the robot is built out of many identical functional parts which when combined together and coordinated in the proper way can function like a robust robot. However, it is a still ongoing research on how those separately functional elements can be combined together and coordinated autonomously to function like one robot.

In our project, we have taken yet another direction with different types of granularity of the system. Namely for our walking hexapod robot, we have assumed that the robot legs themselves act like own entities. So we have considered that one robot leg is a functional entity built of several servos which cannot be considered as independent functional units, but only when combined together in one robot leg segment.

Therefore, when taking into account this type of granularity view, we have six legs acting like six independent entities which can be considered further for reconfiguration purposes. Another part of the research is based on an idea on how to perform the reconfiguration on such functional entities within one hexapod robot with changeable morphology. The approach which we developed is based on the natural phenomena of flocks of birds and schools of fish and is named S.I.R.R. (Swarm Intelligence for Robot Reconfiguration) (Jakimovski et al., 2008). The flocking phenomenon was researched by Craig Reynolds who introduced boids as a distributed behavior model to simulate coordinated movements of the flocking of birds (Reynolds, 1987). Each member of a boid implements three rules and interacts only with its neighboring boid members.

These rules are defined as:

1. Separation rule: the member tries to avoid the crowding with other local boids;
2. Alignment rule: the member moves towards the average heading of the local boids;
3. Cohesion rule: the member moves towards the local average position of the other local boids.
In our experiments we have defined that each robot’s leg represents one member of boid and since the robot has intrinsic symmetry with three legs on one side and three on another, the legs can be considered as members of two groups of boids - see Fig. 7 (a). Additionally for performing proper spatial robot reconfiguration we have considered that each boid besides the three above mentioned rules implements an additional two boid rules:

4. Boids are allowed to have n, n+1, or n-1 number of participants in their boid in comparison to the other boid, where n is the number of entities (legs) in the boid. In case there are n+2 more members in one boid in comparison to another one, the legs which belong to the “overcrowded” boid and that are situated on the edge of the boid, i.e. they have just one other neighbor member in the boid, will be moved to another boid until the “overcrowded” boid’s size becomes n+1.

5. Members (legs) of one boid that join the other boid change their swinging and stance end-position parameters with respect to the parameters characteristic for that boid.

The fifth rule is used for example when boid (leg) changes from one to the other side of the robot’s symmetry line.

In Fig. 7 we represent the usage of the above five boid rules used for a potential robot reconfiguration.

![Diagram](https://www.intechopen.com)

Fig. 7. Illustration of reconfiguration of a robot using the five boid rules within S.I.R.R. (Swarm Intelligence for Robot Reconfiguration) algorithm; (a) legs of the robot forming two boids; (b) two legs of the robot have malfunctioned; (c) member (leg) from “crowded” boid joins another less “crowded” boid; (d) situation after reconfiguration. The dotted line represents the robot’s line of symmetry.

Fig. 7 (a) is the initial robot configuration with legs belonging to two boids. Fig. 7 (b) shows the situation when two legs have malfunctioned. Fig. 7 (c) shows that after the two legs have malfunctioned the number of members in the right boid does not equal the number of
members in the left boid. This matches the fourth rule used in our SIRR algorithm and therefore a member from the right boid transfers to the left boid and therefore reconfiguration is performed. Fig. 7 (d) shows the situation after the reconfiguration.

In Fig. 7 (d), we can also see that the robot’s line of symmetry changes. This change of robot’s symmetry line occurs in emergent way due to the reconfiguration of members in boids that takes place.

After the reconfiguration is performed using the SIRR approach, the robot has a more stable spatial configuration of its legs, since the angles and distance between the legs are more equally distributed. Such configurations enable the robot to have better static and dynamic weight distribution during walking.

In (Jakimovski et al., 2008) we have introduced and explained the Swarm Intelligence for Robot Reconfiguration approach in more detail.

4.2 Simulation - demonstration of self-reconfiguration of hexapod robot OSCAR

In order to validate the practical applicability of the S.I.R.R. approach, we have conducted an initial simulation test scenario. The test scenario considers several robot spatial leg posture reconfigurations, after some legs of the robot have been declared as malfunctioned. For each test scenario, we start with a fully functional configuration of the robot.

The leg numbering of the robot OSCAR is as following (Fig. 8):

![Fig. 8. Model of hexapod robot OSCAR with leg numbering. The arrow is showing the front direction of the robot.](image-url)

We then assume that some randomly chosen legs have malfunctioned, and the reconfiguration of the robot is performed.

The scenario can be described as follows:
1. leg 0 has malfunctioned; reconfiguration;
2. leg 2 has malfunctioned; reconfiguration;
3. leg 3 has malfunctioned; reconfiguration;
4. leg 4 has malfunctioned; reconfiguration.

When a leg has malfunctioned, we assume that the leg is centered and it is lifted up. Then the reconfiguration takes place.
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This matches the fourth rule used in our SIRR algorithm and therefore a member from the right boid transfers to the left boid and therefore reconfiguration is performed. Fig. 7 (d) shows the situation after the reconfiguration. In Fig. 7 (d), we can also see that the robot’s line of symmetry changes. This change of robot’s symmetry line occurs in emergent way due to the reconfiguration of members in boids that takes place.

After the reconfiguration is performed using the S.I.R.R. approach, the robot has a more stable spatial configuration of its legs, since the angles and distance between the legs are more equally distributed. Such configurations enable the robot to have better static and dynamic weight distribution during walking.

In (Jakimovski et al., 2008) we have introduced and explained the Swarm Intelligence for Robot Reconfiguration approach in more detail.

4.2 Simulation - demonstration of self-reconfiguration of hexapod robot OSCAR

In order to validate the practical applicability of the S.I.R.R. approach, we have conducted an initial simulation test scenario. The test scenario considers several robot spatial leg posture reconfigurations, after some legs of the robot have been declared as malfunctioned. For each test scenario, we start with a fully functional configuration of the robot.

The leg numbering of the robot OSCAR is as following (Fig. 8):

![Fig. 8. Test scenario - reconfiguration of a robot using the S.I.R.R. approach; (a) Top model view of fully functional hexapod robot; (b) leg number 0 has malfunctioned; (c) after S.I.R.R. reconfiguration; (d) leg number 2 has malfunctioned; (e) S.I.R.R. reconfiguration with change of symmetry axis; (f) after S.I.R.R. reconfiguration; (g) leg number 3 has malfunctioned; (h) S.I.R.R. reconfiguration with a change of symmetry axis; (i) after S.I.R.R. reconfiguration; (j) leg number 4 has malfunctioned; (k) after S.I.R.R. reconfiguration; the dotted line represents the robot’s line of symmetry.](image)

The results of the simulated reconfiguration including the intermediate steps are represented in Fig. 8. The test scenario starts with a fully functional hexapod robot, Fig. 8(a). Then the leg 0 of the robot malfunctions, Fig. 8(b). After this, the S.I.R.R. reconfiguration goes into action and the spatial reconfiguration of the robot’s legs is performed. Fig. 8(c) represents the robot’s spatial configuration of the legs after the S.I.R.R. reconfiguration was done. After this, leg number 2 malfunctions, Fig. 8(d) S.I.R.R. reconfiguration is performed, and the direction of the axis of symmetry of the robot is adjusted, Fig. 8(e). The result of S.I.R.R. reconfiguration and new spatial arrangement of the legs is represented in Fig. 8(f). In Fig. 8(g), leg number 3 malfunctions; S.I.R.R. reconfiguration is performed, and the direction of the axis of symmetry of the robot is adjusted, Fig. 8(h). Reconfigured robot using S.I.R.R. is shown in Fig. 8(i). In Fig. 8(j), the robot’s leg number 4 malfunctions. The final result after robot reconfiguration using S.I.R.R. is shown in Fig. 8(k). Although the algorithm has correctly distributed the legs, however the robot’s stability is drastically impaired due to the only two legs configuration.
In comparison with the previous reconfiguration experiment of the robot, the results from the reconfiguration experiment using the S.I.R.R. approach show a better spatial reconfiguration of the robot’s legs, in the sense of acquiring stability for the robot when a leg has malfunctioned, and in that way, enabling the robot to continue with its mission tasks, even in cases when it has mechanical failures in its legs.

4.3 Real case demonstration of self-reconfiguration of hexapod robot OSCAR

Initial positive simulation experimental results done with the SIRR method have motivated us to proceed with additional real robot experiments in which the goal is to perform in-situ real time hexapod robot reconfiguration with leg amputations and enable the hexapod robot to continue with its mission despite the malfunctioned legs. For achieving this requirement we have used the already introduced innovative robot leg amputation mechanism which enables the robot on demand to amputate the malfunctioned leg. When the monitoring unit in the robot’s architecture detects that there is an anomaly present within the leg, it sends a control signal to ejection mechanism located on the robot’s leg to initiate a leg ejection, i.e. to amputate the malfunctioning leg and then after to reconfigure the spatial positioning of the robots legs to

We have conducted the following demonstration scenario and simulation of leg defects:

1. First leg numbered 3 becomes malfunctioned and the robot performs SIRR reconfiguration;
2. Second leg number 1 becomes malfunctioned and the robot performs SIRR reconfiguration;
3. Third leg numbered 5 becomes malfunctioned and the robot performs SIRR reconfiguration;

This is represented in Fig. 9 (a) - (l).

As can be seen in the Fig. 9 (a), the robot starts with the initial six leg configuration. In the first fault case, leg number 3 becomes malfunctioned and the robot control architecture sends a signal to the leg amputation mechanism to amputate the leg number 3. This is shown in Fig. 9 (b) After that the robot performs self-reconfiguration using the SIRR approach - Fig. 9 (c) and continues with its mission. In the second fault case, leg number 1 becomes malfunctioned - Fig. 9 (d) and gets amputated - Fig. 9 (e) After that the robot performs self-reconfiguration - Fig. 9 (f) and continues with walking. In Fig. 9 (g) the third leg, number 5 becomes malfunctioned and gets amputated - Fig. 9 (h). After that the robot performs self-reconfiguration using the SIRR approach - Fig. 9 (i) and continues with walking - Fig. 9 (j) - (l).
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Segment 1

In comparison with the previous reconfiguration experiment of the robot, the results from the reconfiguration experiment using the S.I.R.R. approach show a better spatial reconfiguration of the robot’s legs, in the sense of acquiring stability for the robot when a leg has malfunctioned, and in that way, enabling the robot to continue with its mission tasks, even in cases when it has mechanical failures in its legs.

4.3 Real case demonstration of self-reconfiguration of hexapod robot OSCAR

Initial positive simulation experimental results done with the SIRR method have motivated us to proceed with additional real robot experiments in which the goal is to perform in-situ real time hexapod robot reconfiguration with leg amputations and enable the hexapod robot to continue with its mission despite the malfunctioned legs. For achieving this requirement we have used the already introduced innovative robot leg amputation mechanism which enables the robot on demand to amputate the malfunctioned leg. When the monitoring unit in the robot’s architecture detects that there is an anomaly present within the leg, it sends a control signal to the ejection mechanism located on the robot’s leg to initiate a leg ejection, i.e. to amputate the malfunctioning leg and then after to reconfigure the spatial positioning of the robot’s legs.

We have conducted the following demonstration scenario and simulation of leg defects:

1. First leg numbered 3 becomes malfunctioned and the robot performs SIRR reconfiguration;
2. Second leg number 1 becomes malfunctioned and the robot performs SIRR reconfiguration;
3. Third leg numbered 5 becomes malfunctioned and the robot performs SIRR reconfiguration;

This is represented in Fig. 9 (a) - (l).

As can be seen in the Fig. 9 (a), the robot starts with the initial six leg configuration. In the first fault case, leg number 3 becomes malfunctioned and the robot control architecture sends a signal to the leg amputation mechanism to amputate the leg number 3. This is shown in Fig. 9 (b).

After that the robot performs self-reconfiguration using the SIRR approach - Fig. 9 (c) and continues with its mission.

In the second fault case, leg number 1 becomes malfunctioned - Fig. 9 (d) and gets amputated - Fig. 9 (e). After that the robot performs self-reconfiguration - Fig. 9 (f) and continues with walking. In Fig. 9 (g) the third leg, number 5 becomes malfunctioned and gets amputated - Fig. 9 (h). After that the robot performs self-reconfiguration using the SIRR approach - Fig. 9 (i) and continues with walking - Fig. 9 (j) - (l).

Fig. 9. Runtime reconfiguration of a hexapod robot OSCAR from 6 to 3 legs: (a) normal six legged configuration; (b) leg number 3 is malfunctioned and gets amputated; (c) robot performs reconfiguration using the SIRR approach and continues with walking; (d) leg number 1 becomes malfunctioned; (e) leg number 1 gets amputated; (f) robot performs reconfiguration using the SIRR approach and continues with walking; (g) leg number 5 becomes malfunctioned; (h) leg number 5 gets amputated; (i) robot performs reconfiguration using the SIRR approach and continues with walking; (j)-(l) robot OSCAR continues with its mission despite the loss of 3 legs.

We have made an analysis chart representing the ground contacts of legs by normal walking and by walking with leg amputations and robot self-reconfiguration. The results of these analyses can be seen in Fig. 10, Fig. 11.
The robot in these experiments is walking with a biologically inspired emergent gait, which means that the gait is not “hard-wired” or by any means predefined. A simple rule is used which allows a leg to swing only if its two neighboring legs are on the ground (El Sayed Auf et al., 2006). By this, the gait pattern emerges from the local swing and stance phases of the robot’s legs “joining” the “legs boid” at the particular robot’s side after the reconfiguration has been performed. In Fig. 10 the chart represents the leg ground contacts for normal walking conditions. In Fig. 11, we observe the ground contacts under conditions of leg amputations and self-reconfiguration.
walking - fully functional robot. In Fig. 11 the chart represents the leg ground contacts of the robot walking with leg amputations where we can see how the legs get amputated during the experiment, the leg ground contacts are lost and the robot still continues with walking. Leg number 3 gets amputated at time slot 335; Leg number 1 gets amputated at time slot 785; Leg number 5 gets amputated at time slot 1140. The swing phases are drastically shortened with each reconfiguration and after the time slot 1140 the robot still continues to walk although with very shortened swing phases comparing to relatively longer stance phases.

Additional measurements have been done on tracking the robot’s heading while performing leg amputations and robot reconfigurations. With these measurements we wanted to test the straight walking and heading of the robot while it is performing leg amputations in different order of leg ejections and its influence on robot’s walking.

The solid line in figures: Fig. 12. (a, b); Fig. 13 (a, b); Fig. 14 (a, b) represents the track of the robot during its walking. The arrow lines represent the heading of the robot. The initial heading angle is 270°.

Experiment 1:

- Fig. 12. (a) OSCAR performing leg amputations during its walking in the following order: 0, 1, 2 (in Fig. 12. a, from left to right and from up to down).

- Fig. 12. (b) Tracking of the robot’s heading while the robot is amputating the legs during its walking in the following order: 0, 1, 2. The solid line represents the track of the robot during its walking. The arrow lines represent the heading of the robot during its walking.

Experiment 2:

- Fig. 13. (a) OSCAR performing leg amputations during its walking in the following order: 0, 2, 4 (in Fig. 13. a, from left to right and from up to down).

- Fig. 13. (b) Tracking of the robot’s heading while the robot is amputating the legs during its walking in the following order: 0, 2, 4. The solid line represents the track of the robot during its walking. The arrow lines represent the heading of the robot during its walking.

Experiment 3:

- Fig. 14. (a) OSCAR performing leg amputations during its walking in the following order: 5, 1, 2 (in Fig. 14. a, from left to right and from up to down).

- Fig. 14. (b) Tracking of the robot’s heading while the robot is amputating the legs during its walking in the following order: 5, 1, 2. The solid line represents the track of the robot during its walking. The arrow lines represent the heading of the robot during its walking.
Fig. 12. (a). OSCAR performing leg amputations in the following order: fully functional, leg 0 amputated, leg 1 amputated, leg 2 amputated - from left to right and from up to down.

Fig. 12. (b) Tracking of robot’s heading while the robot is ejecting the legs during its walking in the following order: 0, 1, 2.
Fig. 12. (a) OSCAR performing leg amputations in the following order: fully functional, leg 0 amputated, leg 1 amputated, leg 2 amputated - from left to right and from up to down.

Fig. 12. (b) Tracking of robot’s heading while the robot is ejecting the legs during its walking in the following order: 0, 1, 2.

Fig. 13. (a) OSCAR performing leg amputations in the following order: fully functional, leg 0 amputated, leg 2 amputated, leg 4 amputated - from left to right and from up to down.

Fig. 13. (b) Tracking of robot’s heading while the robot is ejecting the legs during its walking in the following order: 0, 2, 4.
Fig. 14. (a) OSCAR performing leg amputations in the following order: fully functional, leg 5 amputated, leg 1 amputated, leg 2 amputated - from left to right and from up to down.

Fig. 14. (b) Tracking of robot’s heading while the robot is ejecting the legs during its walking in the following order: 5, 1, 2.
On one hand it is “nice to have” a robotic system that exhibits emergent walking. However on the other hand, this kind of pure emergent walking has perhaps negative influence on how the robot is walking straight and its keeping the heading. Despite this fact, we still wanted to measure how the robot deviates from the straight path (keeping the course to 270°) while performing the leg amputations and walking with emergent gait. The results show that even when the robot has malfunctions within its legs and performs legs amputations, it is still more or less capable to walk straight with slight turning in some cases (Fig.13). Although this deviation from course is present, we must take in account also that the robot has amputated legs and that the deviation is perhaps still not that radical - like for example: robot walking in circles immediately, or similar. One additional idea that might be used to avoid or minimize such deviation from the main course is to couple the emergent behavior with some other behaviors like going right or left, which in that case will somehow intervene with the emergent walking gait in order to keep the robot on its course. This will be as extension to the research done on curve walking with robot OSCAR (El Sayed Auf et al., 2007). This idea will be analyzed further in future experiments done on self-reconfiguring walking robots.

5. Conclusion

In this section we have elaborated on biologically inspired methods and experiments done for real case hexapod robot self-reconfiguration. We have introduced a patent pending mechanism used for leg amputation by joint-leg walking robots which is practically used for reconfiguration cases by our hexapod robot OSCAR. Further, we have explained the artificial immune system based approach - RADE, used for monitoring the robot’s health status and leg anomaly detection in joint-leg walking robot. We have also introduced and explained the biologically inspired Swarm Intelligence for Robot Reconfiguration (S.I.R.R.) method which is used for performing in-situ robot self-reconfiguration. The S.I.R.R method is used for spatial distributing of the robot’s legs when a reconfiguration is performed. So, the robot achieves a stable spatial configuration even when one or more legs are malfunctioned and get amputated from the robot’s body. Through experimental cases we have demonstrated how the hexapod robot OSCAR - despite the anomalies that occur within its legs - manages to amputate the malfunctioned legs, self-reconfigures and continues with walking. In these experiments also tracking measurements were done on tracking the robot’s heading while it is performing leg amputations and self-reconfigurations. The presented results from experiments on self-reconfiguration look promising, and therefore future work will consider an additional research on integrating self-reconfiguration with the walking robot’s high-level behaviors aiming to improve the robot’s heading after some reconfiguration is preformed. Additional work will be also done on improving the robustness and generic usefulness of the presented self-reconfiguration approach and its potential application for other types of robots.
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Nowadays robotics is one of the most dynamic fields of scientific researches. The shift of robotics researches from manufacturing to services applications is clear. During the last decades interest in studying climbing and walking robots has been increased. This increasing interest has been in many areas that most important ones of them are: mechanics, electronics, medical engineering, cybernetics, controls, and computers. Today’s climbing and walking robots are a combination of manipulative, perceptive, communicative, and cognitive abilities and they are capable of performing many tasks in industrial and non-industrial environments. Surveillance, planetary exploration, emergence rescue operations, reconnaissance, petrochemical applications, construction, entertainment, personal services, intervention in severe environments, transportation, medical and etc are some applications from a very diverse application fields of climbing and walking robots. By great progress in this area of robotics it is anticipated that next generation climbing and walking robots will enhance lives and will change the way the human works, thinks and makes decisions. This book presents the state of the art achievements, recent developments, applications and future challenges of climbing and walking robots. These are presented in 24 chapters by authors throughout the world. The book serves as a reference especially for the researchers who are interested in mobile robots. It also is useful for industrial engineers and graduate students in advanced study.
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